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in order to have the form data in the rsform!pro manage submissions
tab, you'll need to update the rsform!pro source code. for that purpose,

you'll need to open /rsformpro/admin.php. you'll need to find the
following code block: other than that, it's a pretty standard job. i wrote a

module for the joomla! community so you can install it in about 5
minutes, or just use the rss form pro menu item (see top right corner of
page) but that doesn't do any csrf fix (although you can add that in your

form). note: the demo on the site now has the rsform pro menu item
disabled. i changed the code to disable the menu item. i forgot to enable
it when i was testing it, and i'm not happy about it at all. the menu item
is disabled only in the demo. this method is easy to use, but it can cause
some issues when you have forms that are being displayed in articles,

modules, menu items, etc. when restoring the form(s), the form id(s) can
be changed due to the fact that if the same form id will be found on the
new joomla! installation, a new id will be assigned to the imported form,

thus rendering it to no longer appear in the content where it was
referenced by it's old id. starting with revision 25, subscribers are

allowed to purchase multiple ticket types in the same transaction. notice
that you'll need to update rsform!pro and the rsform!pro - rsevents!
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plugin to the latest revisions in order to use this feature. this method is
easy to use, but it can cause some issues when you have forms that are

being displayed in articles, modules, menu items, etc. when restoring
the form(s), the form id(s) can be changed due to the fact that if the

same form id will be found on the new joomla! installation, a new id will
be assigned to the imported form, thus rendering it to no longer appear

in the content where it was referenced by it's old id.
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